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Within the context of the algebraic theory for simple quantum mechanical 
potential scattering, we establish existence and completeness of generalized 
wave operators for a large class of long-range potential scattering problems. 
Our approach utilizes a priori knowledge of the spectral properties of the 
scattering Hamiltonian and an algebraic theorem on the uniqueness of a 
particular Euclidean group representation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the time-dependent approach to simple nonrelativistic quantum 
mechanical scattering, mathematically rigorous results have been 
established asserting the existence and completeness of wave operators 
&(H, Ho) = s;li-~~ eitHewitHo 
acting in SF = L2(R3), where --H, is the usual extension of the three- 
dimensional Laplacian, and H = H, + V(x) with V(x), x E R3 a 
short-range potential, i.e., V(x) - 1 x \--l~~, 1 x 1 --j 00, c > 0. Here, 
completeness means that the ranges of Q, coincide. The unitary 
scattering operator is then well defined by S = 52++0- [l-4]. 
As is well known these results do not apply when V is long range, 
i.e., V(x) - ( x (-Et [ x j co, 0 < E < 1; in particular, the limits ( 
(1 .l) do not exist if V(x) = + / x I-l, the coulomb potential, a case 
clearly of physical interest [5]. Thus, authors have given generaliza- 
tions of the time-dependent theory of scattering to accommodate 
long-range potentials, either by modification of definition (1.1) [5-IO] 
or by an algebraic approach [6, 7, 10-141. A physical justification for 
these generalizations can be found in [5, 61. In this article, we do not 
discuss the first approach but confine ourselves only to the latter. 
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In the algebraic approach, one first endeavors to establish the 
existence of the wave homomorphisms 
@*(A) = s,$i~ ei”*Ae-i”nFa,(H) A E Gf, (1.2) 
where P,,(H) is the orthogonal projection onto the absolutely con- 
tinuous subspace of 2 with respect to H, and where OL, is usually taken 
to be a Von Neumann algebra of operators describing the scattering 
experiment, contained in the commutant of H,, , @ C {Ho)‘. Ideally, 
one then shows, using a priori knowledge of the spectral properties of 
H (e.g., [15, 16]), that @* are algebraic isomorphisms, implementable 
by isometric (generalized wave) operators Sz, , whose ranges 
coincide. 
But there are practical difficulties with this approach. One is 
typically only able to show that for a given potential the limits (1.2) 
exist for all A in a C*-algebra properly contained in Q? [3, 121. Thus, 
one has the remaining difficulties of extending @* to the entire algebra 
(no longer necessarily as a strong limit) and of showing the extended @, 
are implementable by isometries Sz, with coinciding ranges. 
In this article we discuss a method for surmounting the problems 
of the algebraic theory indicated in the previous paragraph, and 
thereby obtain a complete scattering theory for a large class of long 
range potentials. In outline, our method can be briefly described. 
Let air = {p, L)” be the Von Neumann algebra generated by the linear 
and angular momentum operators acting in X = L2([w3), and let 
& = (e’ tk’peiw.L 1k, w E R3} C G? be the canonical strongly continuous 
unitary representation of the Euclidean group. Confine attention to a 
given potential and assume G,(G) z 8, exist. Then &, turn out to 
be strongly continuous unitary representations of the Euclidean 
group, acting in P,,(H)&‘ (L emma 2.1). Define the two sets of three 
selfadjoint operators p& acting in P,,(H)X by Qi,(eik’p) = eik.p*. 
Under certain circumstances one has HP,(H) = j p* I2 (Lemma 2.3). 
Assume further that V(x) is radial or differs by a short-range potential 
(defined precisely in Section 4) from a radial potential P such that 
HP,,(H) or I?P&I?), (f? = H,, + P), respectively, restricted to the 
&z-partial wave channel, is unitarily equivalent to multiplication by x 
on L2([0, co)). Th en it follows that $+ and 6 are unitarily equivalent 
(Theorem 3.1). Let Q, implement this equivalence, 8, = Q,GG’,i. 
52, , the generalized wave operators, provide natural extensions of @& 
respectively to all elements of CZ, including those elements for which 
conceivably the right-hand side of (1.2) does not exist. The extended 
@P, are clearly spatial isomorphisms, and the Q, are complete since 
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their ranges coincide with P,,(H)&. Finally, we are able to exhibit a 
large class of potentials for which such wave operators exist 
(Section 4). This class has been considered in detail by Lavine [3], 
and we use his results extensively. For our purposes, the potentials 
are roughly characterized by the properties that V(x + k) - Y(X) 
and I/(Rx) - V(x) are short range for each k E !R3 and each proper 
orthogonal rotation R, respectively. 
In Section 2, some simple properties of the wave homomorphisms 
@* are reviewed, and the Euclidean group representations &* are 
discussed. In Section 3 the generalized wave operators are defined. 
Section 4 describes a class of potentials for which the existence and 
completeness of the Q, are assured. After the concluding remarks of 
Section 5, an appendix is included containing the proofs of the alge- 
braic theorems used in identifying the representations 8, as equivalent 
to 8. 
Many of the results described here arose from discussions with 
members of the scattering theory group in the Departement de 
Physique ThCorique, particularly D. Pearson. I am especially grateful 
for the hospitality extended to me by Prof. Jauch at the Section de 
Physique. 
2. THE WAVE HOMOMORPHISMS AND 
GROUP THEORETIC CONSIDERATIONS 
Let Ha acting in 8 = L2(R3) be the usual selfadjoint extension 
of --d, where d is the three-dimensional Laplacian, and let H = 
H,, + I’ be a selfadjoint operator acting in ti where V(x) is multipli- 
cation by a real-valued function of x E R3. As in Section 1, define 
a = {p, L}” to be the Von Neumann algebra generated by the linear 
and angular momentum operators acting in Z, and let d = 
{e ik’Deiw*L j k, w E W) C GY be the canonical strongly continuous 
unitary representation of the Euclidean group. @,(A) is defined by 
(1.2) if it exists. 
In [12, Theorem 2.11 it is shown that if @,(A) exists, A E G?, 
@,(A) commutes with any bounded function of H and in particular 
with P,,(H). If @,(A) and Q*(B) exist, A, B E a, then @JAB) = 
@,(A) Q*(B). Also, we have @,(A+) = @,,(A)+. @& will be a norm 
continuous homomorphism on any involutive algebra 9 C GZ for 
which @,(a) exists. 
Again define 8, = O*(8) and assume throughout this section that 
6, exists. 
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LEMMA 2.1. 8, is a strongly continuous unitary representation of 
the Euclidean group acting in P,,(H)X. 
Proof. B, = @*(CT) is a unitary representation by the remarks of 
the previous paragraph. @-(e ik.Deiw.L) is the strong limit of strongly 
continuous functions and hence weakly measurable as a function of 
k and w. By Theorem 1 p. 376 and Corollary 1 p. 379 of [ 171, 8, is a 
strongly continuous representation. (See also [IS, pp. 72-73 and 
5981.1 I 
In particular, @*(eik*p) is a strongly continuous abelian unitary 
group acting in P,,(H)%, and so we define the selfadjoint operators 
pit acting in P,,(H)% by 
The components of p+ are unitarily equivalent to one another with 
the equivalence implemented by @Jeia.L) for appropriate choices of w. 
Let g = (f(p) If is the F ourier transform of an L1 function j 
on R3} C a. With theLr norm of the Fourier transform, .G? is a Banach 
ring ([17, pp. 369-3721). 
LEMMA 2.2. Q5, is a norm continuous homomorphism of B with 
@Af(p)) = f(p,). If @*(g(K)) = g(H) P,,(H) for all bounded con- 
tinuous functions g on [0, 00) and the absolutely continuous spectrum of 
H is [0, oo), then @+ is an isomorphism of 8. 
Proof. By the remarks preceding Lemma 2.1, it suffices to show 
@,(A) exists for each A E %Y!, in order that @* be a norm continuous 
homomorphism, But since !I j(k) 
j f(k)\ ELM, we have 
&~Heik.pee-itH~ // = I J(k)! /j p 11 with 
= 1 &f(k) eik’P+g, 
= f (P&J, P E ~&Q~ 
by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem ([19, p. 1511). The 
last part of the lemma is only a slight generalization of [12, Theorem 
2.91. In order to prove it, assume the hypotheses hold but @,( f( p)) = 0 
forsomenonzerof~~.Then~,(F(p))=OwithF(p)=f*(p)f(p)30. 
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for all w. P(p) is continuous since P is in L1(R3). But for appropriate 
choices of wi , i = 1,2 ,..., N with N finite and a continuous non- 
negative function g(H,J # 0, we have 
eiW*LF(p) e-iweL s G(p), 
14 
Since Cp, is order preserving, 
%(G(P)) z @&(W) = g(H) J’acW) f 0, 
which is impossible. B 
The hypothesis that @Jg(H,)) = g(H) P, is satisfied if V is 
relatively H, compact ([12, Theorem 2.81). Clearly, if GY* and d are 
unitarily equivalent with equivalence implemented by Sz, , then 
94’ -+ @&I?) is implemented by LR& . Assuming all hypotheses of 
Lemma 2.2, one can actually show a stronger result; @* exists and is 
a C*-algebra isomorphism on the set of bounded continuous functions 
of momentum on I@. 43* and H thus constitute a weak scattering 
system in the sense of Lavine [12]. We do not prove this here, but note 
only the immediate consequence of Lemma 2.2. 
LEMMA 2.3. If @*(g(H,)) = g(H) Pa, for all bounded continuous 
functionsg on [O, co), then HP,, = 1 p* 12. 
Proof. It suffices to show that HP, and 1 p* I2 have the same 
resolvent. Since (z - j x 12)-1, x 4 R+, x E R3, is the Fourier transform 
of an L1 function, 
(z - H)-1 Pat = @*((z - H&l) = @*((x - ( p I”)-‘) = (z - I p* 12)-l. I 
To conclude this section, we give a chain rule applied to b. This 
chain rule is particularly useful for extending results on existence of 
generalized wave operators for Hamiltonians with radial potentials to 
Hamiltonians with nonradial potentials. Let fl = H, + P(x) be 
another selfadjoint operator acting in X, and let 6, be its corre- 
sponding wave homomorphisms. Set 
(2.2) 
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LEMMA 2.4. (See 112, Theorem 2.101). Assume Q,(H, f?) exist and 
are complete in the sense R(S2,) = P,,(H)*, and assume 6*(a) exist. 
Then Q, exist and @*(A) = Qk63;,(A)Q;l, A E 8. 
Proof. We have 
= - s lirn gXHe-itileita 
t-t*,= 
,,-it$it~~-itHp,,(H) 
= Q*(H, A) &(A) f&l(H, A) 
since $,,(A) leaves P,,(A)% invariant, and .C?;‘p, E P,,,(@X. 1 
Obviously, if @,(A) = B,AQ1 with 8, a partial isometry, Qi is 
implemented by QJ3, , @,(A) = BkBiA(Q,81)-1, A E 8. 
3. GENERALIZED WAVE OPERATORS 
Suppose first that H = HO + JJ has spherically symmetric potential 
so that HP,,(H) ltm , the restriction of HP,(H) to the 8nth partial wave 
channel, is unitarily equivalent to HO,, , i.e., multiplication by x on 
L2([0, co)). Assume further that the corresponding wave homomor- 
phisms @* exist on B and that di,(f(H,)) = f(H) P,,(H) for all 
bounded continuous functions f on [O, 00). Then there exists a 
unitary operator Z?“: X ---t P&H)% implementing a spatial isomor- 
phism of the Von Neumann algebras N = (H,, , L)“, N* = 
(HP,,(H), L)” acting in Z and P,,(H)&, respectively, NF = 9?NX-r 
(Theorem A.1); the isomorphism restricted to functions of the form 
f(fQ g(L) with f continuous on [0, co) clearly agrees with @* . By 
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3, we define two sets of three commuting selfadjoint 
operators p* with HP,,(H )== / pzt j2. Define q, to be the two sets of 
three commuting selfadjoint operators acting in Z? via q, = ,2”-1p,X. 
We have that H, = ) q* I2 and c?* = {eik.a*elw.L} = !Z-lG”,% acting in% 
is a strongly continuous unitary representation of the Euclidean group. 
By Theorem A.2, there exist unitary operators I’, : X -+ 3 such 
that c?+ = r*aI’;‘. Thus it follows that gdi -L X^~,C?(%I’,)-~, and so 
we define the generalized unitary wave operators by Q2, = 
XI’, : 2 -+ P,,(H)Z. They implement @*, @,,(A) = L?,ASZ;‘, 
A E &. An application of the chain rule, Lemma 2.4, and the remark 
following it allows an extension of this result to nonradial potentials. 
Finally, we note that if IQ, and 2Q& were two such sets of generalized 
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wave operators, the unitary operators B* = 2sZ,1 ‘Sz, would commute 
with p and L. Since, in particular, 6’* commute with the maximal 
abelian algebra generated by p, they must be functions of p only. 
Since they also commute with L, they must in fact be only functions 
of p2, i.e., of H, . Hence, we conclude that Q* are unique up to 
multiplication on the right by unitary functions of H, . In summary, 
we have proved 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that the wave homomorphisms Qp, exist on d 
for the selfa+oint operator H = H, + V and @+( f (H,)) = f (H) P, 
for all bounded continuous functions f on [0, co). 
(i) If V is spherically symmetric and HP,(H) acting in P,(H)X 
is partial wave by partial wave channel unitarily equivalent to H,, , then 
there exist complete unitary generalized wave operators 
ii?*: .Yr ---f P,,(H)% 
such that @*(A) = 0,AJ2;1, A E 8. 
(ii) If V is not spherically symmetric, but there exists a spherically 
symmetric T(x) such that Q+(H, H) = s-limtdfa, eitHeeitB, P&I?), 
(A = H, $ 9) exist and are complete and R satisfies the above hypoth- 
eses of the theorem along with those of (i), then there exist unitary 
generalized wave operators L’, : SF + P,,(H)% such that @,(A) = 
Q*ALR+‘, A E CF. In both cases the wave operators are unique up to 
multiplication on the right by unitary functions of H, . 
4. ADMISSIBLE POTENTIALS FOR THE 
ALGEBRAIC THEORY OF SCATTERING 
In this section we consider a class of potentials applicable in the 
theory thus far outlined. These potentials, which have been considered 
in detail by Lavine [4], are of the form V(x) = V,(x) + Va(x), where 
V,(x) and V,(x) are real-valued functions on R3 satisfying the con- 
ditions: 
(i) V, is a radial continuously differentiable function with 
VI -+ 0, Y -+ co and 
av1 
I I __ < C(1 + r)-y ar y > 1, 
(ii) V, = (1 + r)-?(fp + fm), Y > 1; fp EWR3)9 fm ELm(R3) 
forsomep>3/2,r= 1x1. 
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(Lavine did not require V, to be radial). We will denote the class of 
potentials satisfying (ii) by F. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let V = VI + V, be of the above form. Then 
V(R(w)x) - V(x) and V(x + k) - V(x) are in gfor any orthogonal 
rotation R(w) and translation k, respectively. 
Proof. V(R(w)x) - V( ) x is in 9 trivially since VI is radial. In 
order that V(x + k) - V(x) b e in .F, it suffices for Vl(x + k) - V,(x) 
to be in .F. But we have the estimate 
i Jydx + k) - ~&4 G lIok dp . VJx + PII 
< ! k i ,D;z~ki C(1 t )x + p I>-’ < C’(1 + lx l>P’. 1 
LEMMA 4.2 [4]. Let V, W be two potentials of the above form such 
that V - W is in S. Let H, = -A + V, H, = --d + W be self- 
adjoint operators acting in L2(R3). (Th y e are de$ned essentially by the 
Friedrichs extension. See [4, Lemma 1.1.1) Then the canonically defined 
wave operators QJH, , H,) = s-Iim,,,, eifHwe-itHvP,,(H,) exist and 
are complete. (This lemma is part of Theorem I of [4].) 
LEMMA 4.3. Let V = V, + V, be of the above form and H = 
--d + V. Then c!?~ = @J&) exist. 
Proof. We have that 
@&(e-iW’L) = s4ilim e- iw.Le+iw.LeitHe-iW’Le-itHp,,(H) 
= e--i~.L s-lim ,tt(-d+v(Rc+W)r)e-it(-dfV(x))Pac(H> 
t+icc 
exist from the preceding lemma, since V(R(w)x) - V(x) is in 5. 
cY,(,-ik*D) = e-ik*p $iprn $t(-d+Y(x+k))eitl-d+V(X))Pae(H> 
exist for the same reason. Thus QjJeik’Deir*L) exist for all k, w. # 
LEMMA 4.4. Let V = V, + V, be of the above form and H = 
--d + V. Then @*( f(H,,)) = f (II) P,,(H) for all bounded continuous 
functions f on [O, 00). 
Proof. Since Q,(H, fl) = s-Emi,,, ef1He-2”BP,C(I?) with A = 
580/I s/4-3 
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--d + Yr exist and intertwine f(A) P,,(A) and f(H) P,,(H), it 
suffices to show $*(f(H,,)) =f(g) P,,(A) with 
6*( *) = s4ilim eitg * e-it*P&H). 
But V, is H,-relatively compact and the absolutely continuous 
spectrum of N is [0, 03), from which the conclusion follows ([12, 
Theorem 2.8; 20, Theorem 6.21). 1 
LEMMA 4.5. Let H = -A + V with V = V, satisfying condition 
(i) above. Then HP,,(H), , the restriction of HP,( H) to the &zth partial 
wave channel, is unitarily equivalent to multiplication by x on L2([0, co)). 
Proof. HP,,(H)tm has (absolutely continuous) simple spectrum 
[0, co) ([20, Theorems 6.2, 5.11). Th e e q uivalence with multiplication 
by x in L2([0, GO)) is established by ordinary differential equation 
techniques [lo]. (See [21, Chap. 91. The Volterra integral equations 
of Problem 4, p. 255, in this chapter can be appropriately modified 
(Theorem 8.1, pp. 91-97) to accommodate the long-range potential. 
(It is a pleasure to thank V. Georgescu for discussions on this point.) 1 
In summary, we have proved that V satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem 3.1. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let V = V, + V2 satisfy the above conditions (i), 
(ii), and let H = -A + V. There exist complete generalized wave oper- 
ators Q, such that @,(A) = Q,AQzl, A E 8. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In summary, we have seen that if the Euclidean group representa- 
tions 8, exist, then they are strongly continuous unitary representa- 
tions acting in P,,(H)X. Sufficient conditions for 8, to be equivalent 
to d were given in Theorem 3.1, the equivalence providing complete 
generalized wave operators L?* intertwining 8-I and 8. Finally, a class 
of potentials for which these wave operators exist was described in 
Section 4, Theorem 4.1. This class clearly includes many long-range 
potentials, e.g., the coulomb potential and potentials V N 1 x I-., 
1 x 1 -+ co, and short-range perturbations of these long-range poten- 
tials. 
We add a remark regarding a limitation of this theory. Experience 
with short- and long-range potentials leads one to believe that the 
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limits t -+ & ~0 of @e-Q*ne-itHPm(H) or eitHe-iw’Le-itHP,(H), given 
respectively by e- ik%J+(H, + V(x + k), Ho + V(x)) and 
e-iW~LSZ~(Ho + V(R(w)x), Ho + V(X)), 
will exist and, hence, Q2, will exist generally only when 
J’(x + W - W> 
and V(R(w)x) - V( x are resp. short range. We therefore have the ) 
heuristic limitation that V(x + k) - V(x) and V(R(w)x) - V(x) 
should be short range for all k and w. (These are independent require- 
ments; V(x) = sin / x i/l x 1 is “translationally” long range but 
“rotationally” short range, V(x) = x . a// x I2 is translationally short 
range but rotationally long range.) It appears difficult to substantially 
enlarge the class of potentials of Section 4 and still maintain these 
properties. 
APPENDIX 
In this appendix we prove two algebraic theorems used in Section 3. 
They are straightforward exercises in Lie algebra theory. For a 
general reference, see [22], particularly Section 11-3. H,, is the usual 
selfadjoint extension of --d acting in L2(Iw3). 
THEOREM A.1. Let H = --A + V acting in 2 = L2(W) have a 
radialpotential so that HP,(H),, is unitarily equivalent to HOtW, where 
&x denotes the em partial wave channel. Then the von Neumann algebras 
(HO, L}” and (HP,,(H), L)” acting in Z and P,,(H)X, respectively, 
are spatially isomorphic. 
Proof. By assumption, there exists a unitary operator 
so: s? + P&I)8 
such that 
HP,,W) = ~ofG%?, L2 = 9-J23”;-1, L, = X&!+?;l. (A.]) 
Define 
M = 3”;‘Lf&, (A.3 
acting in %. Let Z = J@ s(E) d.$ be the direct integral decom- 
position of $6’ with respect to H,, over the spectrum of H,, ; if g, = 
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I@ ~(0 & then f&e = S@ &p(5) hf. S ince L commutes with H, , this 
decomposition of Z also reduces L, i.e., Lq = J@ L(t) cp(Q de. 
Because (II?,, , L2, LJ” is maximal abelian in P, {L2([), La(Q)” will be 
maximal abelian in .X(t) a.e. I?(& La(t) will respectively have 
eigenvahres d(l + i), m = -C, -2 + I,..., 8, t a nonnegative integer. 
The same remarks hold for M where we have Ma;(f) = La(t) and 
L2(5) = M2(f), a.e. Let {qdZ)) b e a basis for H(4) with 
wo 9&t(5) = 48 4 1) P&h -%(O w+m = UP&) (A-3) 
and the phase convention that 
where L,(g) = I,,([) f iL2(,$). By the familiar arguments with 
commutation relations, one shows a.e. that 
M+(.f) P)C&) = (dy(e + 1) - +%+z + 1))“” eiX~+%&+1(5)P 
M-(.$ P)cm(f) = (~8 + I) - ez(wz - 1))“” e-i*d~z-‘(‘)~~~-1(5), (-4.5) 
with M,( 0 = M,(5) &M2( 5) and J&,(S) a real phase, XC-(<+I) = 0. 
Define %r = J@ Zr([) d6: S ---f 2’ to be the unitary operator 
Then it is easy to see that M = S,L.%,’ and 
p-&l> L(%c$&r = L, %-o%-lHo(%-$-l)-l = HP,,(H). 
Clearly, % = .%$FO intertwines the Von Neumann algebras (II&, L)” 
and {HP,,(H), L}“. 1 
THEOREM A.2 Let q be a set of three commuting selfadjoint 
operators acting in A? = L2(R3) such that 8’ = {eik*aeia*L 1 k, w E 172~) 
form a continuous unitary representation of the Euclidean group with 
1 q I2 = HO and I, the canonical angular momentum operators. Then 8 is 
unitarily equivalent o d = (e ik*peiWVL) with p the usual linear momentum 
operators. 
Proof. Again, the idea of the proof is to exhibit a basis for 
X on which the effect of the q’s and L’s is unique up to phases. 
Decompose # = s@ s(e) df with respect to H,, . Since q and L 
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commute with H, , the decomposition also reduces q and L, qcp = 
J” q( [) ~(5) d(, Ly = J@ L(t) ~(4) d.$. The condition (q j2 = Ho implies 
! q(5)1” = 5 
a.e. so that, in particular, q(l) is bounded. 
The equation 
(A.7) 
eiw.L(~)eik.e(~)e-aW.L’F) = eikdw)qlf) 
> (A4 
(a(m) is the O(3) matrix corresponding to a rotation by w) which 
follows from d being a Euclidean group representation and from the 
direct integral decomposition of ~6, implies by differentiation that if 
q( <) is in the domain of L(f), then q( 6) q(t) is also in the domain of 
L(t). In particular, if we define q*(t) = q,(e) &iq,(<), we have the 
commutation relations 
kh 79+1 =0 (4 kc, 7 Ll = b+ (4 [4i > Ll = 12% (g> 
[Q+ 9s-l = 0 (b) i3Lt ,&I = -4% (4 [LI > 4 = 3% (h) (A.9) 
iI% 9 431 = 0 (4 [q*,L] =o (f 1 [L ,Ll = 2L3 (j) 
where we have suppressed the &dependence and where the relations 
are well defined on the domain of L2(f). In addition, we use the facts 
that q+(5) = q-+(E) and (q+a-l(6) = (q-q+)(f) = q12(0 + q22(tJ. Finally, 
let (~~~(5)) be a basis defined by (A.3) and (A.4). We continue to 
suppress the &dependence except where necessary. The following 
lemmas are easy to prove. 
LEMMA A.3. 
L&3vJem) = @q,%fz (4 
L,(qivem) = (,z f 1) qiwz (b) 
9+m = co*Stt9?t+l,e+l (4 
q-we = co*st’t w+~.--G-~ . (4 
Dejine C, by the equation 
GPee = w ‘PO e = 0, 1 ) 2 ,... . 
LEMMA A.4. 
(A. IO) 
(A.1 1) 
(A.12) 
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LEMMA A.5. 
(A.13) 
where X,(t) is a real phase. CO = 1. 
LEMMA A.6. 
G 1 C 
4-w = c,_, R-1.~1 - ((% + l>te + 1>>‘,2 
c+1 
ce ~~e+l.e-1 3 64.14) 
i.e., q-Tee has a finite expansion in the basis vectors with the coeflicients 
uniquely determined in terms of the C, . Consequently, q-‘pcm also has a 
jinite expansion with uniquely determined coeflcients. Similarly, q3qc*p 
and q+q{,,, have jinite expansions with uniquely determined coeficients. 
Finally, let bs = (e ik*q*eiw’L} be a “standard” representation satis- 
fying the hypotheses of the theorem in the sense that there is a further 
choice of basis vector phases so that the X, for this representation 
vanish. Then define the unitary operator i?: # -+ x by 
where the X,(t) are those phases associated with the representation 8. 
From the uniqueness Lemma (A.6) and the fact that P commutes 
with L, it follows that d = p&‘sf-l. Since the representation d also 
satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem, it must be equivalent to 8’S 
and hence equivalent to 8’. 1 
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